This paper presents the limitations of classical Shewhart control charts and some possibilities of statistical process control that can be used when the basic assumptions about data have not been fulfilled. These basic assumptions that must be met include mainly a requirement on the normality of the data, the requirement for constant mean and variance, and last but not least the requirement for mutual independence of data. In practice, those assumptions about the data are not necessarily always met. The aim of this article is to introduce the problems (such as normality failure, data dependence) that can occur when applying the classic Shewhart control charts. Additional aim of this article is to describe some non-parametric control charts and concretely introduce one of the non-parametric control charts, namely Shewhart sign control chart, including a practical example from a metallurgical process. During preparation of this article accessible pieces of knowledge on the issue were compared. Comparing the parametric and nonparametric methods it was found that nonparametric methods have many advantages and for cases where some of the basic assumptions about the data are not met they are appropriate.
INTRODUCTION
Statistical process control (SPC) is an immediate and continuous process control based on the mathematical-statistical evaluation of the product quality. If a company wants to achieve the high quality consistently, it has to collect, process and analyze systematically data available from the production and conclusions of the analysis must be used for continuous improvement. To use the classic Shewhart control charts, the certain basic assumptions about the data must be met. In the manufacturing practice, however, it is not always possible to meet these basic assumptions. The aim of this paper is to emphasize the limitations of the classical Shewhart control charts and answer the question how to control the production process if not met the basic assumptions about the data.
CLASSICAL SHEWHART CONTROL CHARTS
Statistical process control allows interventions in the process based on the early detection of deviations from a predetermined level. The aim of the SPC is to keep the process at the required and stable level. It is implemented by regular monitoring of the controlled process variable or output variable. It is founded out whether it corresponds to the level required by the customer. Achieving the desired level of the process requires a thorough analysis of the process variability. [Nenadal 2008 ] Most publications about the SPC deal with the processes that meet the basic requirements needed for the use of the classical Shewhart charts. These assumptions include: [Bakir 2001; Jarosova 2015]  compliant capability of the measurement system  normal distribution of the quality characteristics,  constant mean and variance,  mutual independence of quality characteristics values  a sufficient quantity of data,  sensitivity to greater changes in process,  monitoring single quality characteristics per unit of product. The main tool of statistical process control is the control chart. It is used to decide whether a process statistically stable or not. It shows the development of the process variability in time and uses principles of statistical hypothesis testing. Control chart consists of a central line CL, the upper control limit UCL and lower control limit LCL. Upper and lower control limits define the zone of influence of random causes of variability. On the xaxis the order of subgroups is plotted. On the y-axis the sample characteristic used as a test statistics in the control chart is plotted. The process can be considered as statistically stable if the values of the sample characteristic for all subgroups are within control limits and do not form any nonrandom pattern [Jarosova 2015]
The risk of false and missing signals
For the controlled variable (monitored quality characteristic or technological parameter) as a random variable, the hypothesis about the values of parameters of its probability distribution is being formulated. This null hypothesis should be formulated in the way that the process meets the quality requirements when this hypothesis is true (so that the process could be considered statistically stable). This null hypothesis is repetitively tested based on the regularly repeated, mostly small samples (rational subgroups). Rejecting the null hypothesis (points outside the control limits, trends or some non-random patterns) is the signal that the process with high probability deviated from the supposed state (it means that the process is out of control (it is not statistically stable) and some control action must be accepted and implemented. Control action equals to the identification and partial or total elimination of the assignable cause that caused the signalled undesirable changes in the process behaviour.
Null hypothesis H0 in SPC means that the process is statistically stable; alternative hypothesis H1 means that the process is not statistically stable. The area between control limits LCL and UCL in the control chart constitutes the domain of acceptance of the null hypothesis, and the area outside the control limits is the domain of rejection of the null hypothesis. Values of the control limits LCL and UCL are called critical values depending on the significance level , i.e. the probability of the type I. error.
In SPC the probability of type I error (denoted as ) is called the risk of a false signal (false alarm). It represents probability of the vain search for an assignable cause based on the symptom of instability in the control chart (point outside the control limit or some non-random pattern) even if the process, in fact, has not changed (see Figure 1a) ). This incorrect result is associated with the costs of searching for a non-existing problem.
In SPC the probability of type II. error (denoted as ) is called the risk of a missing signal. It is the probability that a control chart is not able to detect significant change of the process immediately after its appearance (there is no point outside the control limit, no instability pattern in a control chart). This incorrect result leads to the costs due to the missing control action. In Figure 1 b), c) this situation is depicted for a significant shift of the level of the controlled variable from the desirable target 0 to the undesirable (critical) level 1 or -1. The value (1 -) is generally called the test power. It is the probability that the critical shift from 0 to 1 will be revealed in the first subgroup after its appearance. The graphical representation can be seen in Figure 1. [Jarosova 2015] 
Data assumptions and their verification
Before selection and application of the classical Shewhart control charts assumptions about the distribution of the controlled variable must be checked. These assumptions include among others the independence of the data, a normal probability distribution and constant mean and variance. This verification has been performed using a variety of statistical tests or graphical tools. [Jarosova 2015]
Normality
Normal distribution is a prerequisite for the application of most statistical methods, including classical Shewhart charts.
If this assumption is not met, it is expected that the control chart will not have the expected properties. This also applies to other assumptions. For classical control chart a higher probability of false signals must be expected. 1986; Madansky 1988; Strelec 2010] . The modern approaches in the area of testing hypotheses about the normality of the data include robust tests [Strelec 2010 ]. The null hypothesis H0 is defined for all normality tests as follows: assessed data come from a normal distribution. [Jarosova 2015] In the next paragraphs the most powerful tests for normality checking are briefly described. 
where
The ai of (1) are the optimal weights for the weighted least squares estimator of σ given that the population
Shapiro and Francia addressed the problem of a weights of the Shapiro -Wilk test by noting that for large samples the ordered observations may be treated as if they were independent. With this, the a weights of (2) can be replaced by
and the W statistic of (1) can be replaced by 
For the skewness test the statistics below will be used
In the case of kurtosis the test statistics is determined by the relationship 
where H0 is rejected when 1 b it is larger than the critical value and b2 does not lie in the interval between the upper and lower critical value. [Kotlorz 2012] There are also tests that test both, kurtosis and skewness, simultaneously. One of them is JarqueBera test. test at level α1 and the b2 test at level α2 and reject normality if either test leads to rejection. The overall level of significance a for these two tests combined would then be, by Bonferroni´s inequality,
Pearson, D´Agostino, and Bowman showed that if
a good approximation to the overall level of significance is
(10) The term R-test was given to the above omnibus procedure because it can be viewed as employing rectangular coordinates for rejection normality.
It is a graphical tool that enables to examine whether the data come from a certain type of distribution or not. The individual values are plotted on the y-axis and the quantiles Kαj(X) on the x-axis. Then, using the method of least squares the line of best fit is drawn through the points [Kαj(X);x(j)]. The less the points from this line vary, the greater is the correspondence between theoretical and practical distribution. Example of Q-Q plot can be seen in Figure  Normal-probability plot
It is one of the P-P diagrams and can be used as an alternative to Q-Q graphs. The distribution function of selection is compared with a standardized distribution function of the selected theoretical distribution; in the case of normal probability plot with the distribution function of the normal distribution. [Jarosova 2015] When deciding on the validity of the assumption of normality it is advisable to choose a combination of multiple tests. 2.2.2 Independence Independence of data can be expressed as a random variation around the mean value where no dependency appears. The null hypothesis is defined as H0: data are independent. To verify independence the following tests may be used:
The standard attack on the question of whether the xi are independent is to check for serial correlation by correlating to series   i x with the series   l i x  , where l is the size of the gap between observations being correlated. The usual resolution is to define the lth autocorrelation as [Madansky 1988]   and n-p 0´s of which our observed set is one of these sequences. One statistic based on the sequence of ui which is a useful indicator of the independence of the ui is the "runs count". We define a "run" as a maximal consecutive set of ui´s having the same values. The sequence of ui´s can be counted. A low runs count is indicative of one kind of deviation from independence, namely a tendency for belowmedian x´s and above -median x´s to be observed in clusters. A high runs count is indicate of another kind of deviation from independence, namely a tendency for a below -median observation to be followed by an above -median observation. [Madansky 1988 ]


Test iterations up and down
In this test, the "+" sign assigns a value if it is greater than the previous value xi + 1> xi and "-" sign in the opposite case, xi + 1 <xi. When the particular presumption for the application of classical Shewhart control charts has not been met it is possible to apply some of numerous non-classical parametric control charts defined for such situation. The basic summary of these control charts can be found in Table 2 . [Jarosova 2015]. Application of the parametric methods of statistical process control requires knowledge of the methods for verification of data presumptions and expert knowledge of various parametric control charts. As it is evident from the previous parts of the paper there are numerous methods for the data presumptions CCC, CCC-r charts CCC CUSUM, CCC-r CUSUM charts CCC-EWMA, CCC-r EWMA charts verification and the selection of the correct test also supposes knowledge and verification of the conditions in which the particular test is sufficiently powerful. Thus in spite of the SW support, the application of the parametric control charts is rather complex.
Situation
SPC method Data nonnormality
Control charts with asymmetric limits
NONPARAMETRIC CONTROL CHARTS
In non-compliance with data assumptions for application of the classical Shewhart control charts (see chapter 2 of this paper), it is also possible to apply nonparametric methods. Nonparametric statistical process control (NSPC) is based on methods that are not dependent on a specific type of the probability distribution. The use of these control charts is not only suitable for processes that do not meet normality and independence of the data, but especially in the beginning of the SPC implementation, when there are not enough data available. [Chakraborti 2001] Nonparametric methods are based on a smaller number of observations. Compared to the model based methods most often it is only assumed that the probability distribution of the given data set is of the continuous type. [Zvarova 2011] Nonparametric methods have, compared to parametric methods, a number of advantages:
 conclusions obtained are independent of the distribution shape,  they can be used even when the type of distribution is unknown,  they are used in cases where sample size is too small,  they can be used for ordinal (serial) variables, some also for nominal (verbal) variables,  for small sample size the calculation is relatively simple,  they have a greater robustness to the occurrence of outliers.
Disadvantages of non-parametric methods include the increased probability of missing signal, which means that it often leads to incorrect non-rejection of untrue null hypothesis. This probability can be reduced by increasing the sample size. [Chakraborti 2001 , Stiglic 2009 Below there are some nonparametric methods that can be used if the basic assumptions, such as data normality, mutual independence or constant mean and variance are not met.
 Shewhart Sign Control Chart
It is one of the simplest non-parametric control charts. It is based on simple statistics that tracks the difference between the number of observations above and below a predetermined target value. [Bakir 2015 , Chakraborti 2001  EWMA-DFCC (Exponentially-Weighted Moving Average -Distribution Free Control Chart)
It is a nonparametric control chart of exponentiallyweighted moving averages. It combines the properties of the classical EWMA chart with the robustness of nonparametric charts. Hackl and Ledolter [Hackl 1992 ] considered the use of nonparametric control chart for individual observations using a standardized series of the observations. The simulation studies showed that the method is resistant to the outliers and works well even with sudden changes in the process. [Bakir 2001 , Graham 2011 When the control chart includes all points between the control limits, the process is in-control. If any point is located on one of the control limit, if it is below the lower control limit or above the upper control limit, it means that the process is out-ofcontrol. In this case, we have to find the cause and implement corrective measures. [Graham 2008] 
EXAMPLE
The following example illustrates the application of Sign Shewhart Control Chart on the data obtained from the steelmaking process (Table 3) The chart shows that in the ninth, twenty-fourth and twentyfifth subgroup point lies on the lower control limit, which may mean exposure to assignable causes of variability that should be analyzed and subsequently eliminated. In the classical Shewhart control chart for average there did not appear the assignable cause in the process.
CONCLUSIONS
This article summarizes some of the shortcomings of classical Shewhart control charts (such as the necessity of normal distribution of data, mutual independence of data, and more). It offers the possibility of using non-parametric control charts, which eliminates these drawbacks. Specifically, it represents one of the non-parametric control chart and on the practical example illustrates the simplicity of its use in practice. The aim of the further work is a detailed look at how to control the production process, when some of the basic assumptions about the data are not met, and creating a methodology for control of such production process. The results will contribute to the development of statistical process control and process capability analysis. The proposed methodology could help in the decision-making processes in practice.
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